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it was supposed to be happily ever after but apollo s past has returned to haunt us to save the man i
love from his violent history i have to descend into the underworld and snatch him from the jaws of
death if i want happily ever after i m going to have to fight for it from new york times bestselling
author jasinda wilder comes you can do it a straightforward guide to lifelong health and wellness no
gimmicks no counting no measuring just practical advice on how to eat better get moving and live
well delivered with refreshing honesty and humor do you want to start a journey to health and
strength but are afraid of failing yet another diet or exercise program have you ever struggled with
your weight do you have problems losing weight and keeping it off do you have allergies adhd pcos
diabetes constipation skin problems or insomnia are you worried about your kids developing
unhealthy eating habits and making poor lifestyle choices but don t know how to help them make
changes do you want to eat healthier and be stronger but just don t know where to start using her
own unique life experiences jasinda has developed an 8 week jump start plan the wilder way that
will get you eating moving living well and feeling great you can do it contains everything you need
to succeed in achieving your goals and become a fit and fabulous health warrior tear out shopping lists
easy menu plans delicious recipes and simple effective workouts if you find yourself struggling and
failing to manage your weight then read this book it will change your life get up get moving and let
s kick some ass i need you ava i am desperate for you for touch for a kiss for the scrape of your hand
down my stomach for the slide of your lips across my hipbone the sweep of your thigh against mine
in the dulcet drowning darkness for the warm huff of your breath on my skin and the wet suck of
your mouth around me and the building pressure of need reaching release i am mad with need wild
with it i cannot have you i have lost you as i have lost myself and so i go in search of myself and thus
the man who might return to you and take you in his arms i loathe each of the thousands of miles
between us but i cannot wish them away for i hope at the end of my journey i shall find you or
rather find myself and thus you myself and thus us i am taking the long way home ava christian i m
losing my mind and i don t know how to stop it i shouldn t be writing to you but i am i m friendless
loveless and lifeless you re out there somewhere and still you re all i really have i hate my reliance
and dependence on you emotionally and otherwise and that reliance is something i m coming to
recognize i hate that i can t hate you as much as i want to i hate that i still love you so much i hate
that there s no clear solution to our conundrum even if we could forgive each other what then i hate
you christian i really do but most of all i don t it s complicated complicatedly still yours ava national
book critics circle award finalist best book of fall esquire and a most anticipated book of 2021 lit hub
what has happened to fiction in the age of platform capitalism since it was first launched in 1994
amazon has changed the world of literature the everything store has not just transformed how we
buy books it has affected what we buy and even what we read in everything and less acclaimed
critic mark mcgurl explores this new world where writing is no longer categorized as high or
lowbrow literature or popular fiction charting a course spanning from henry james to e l james
mcgurl shows that contemporary writing has less to do with writing per se than with the manner of
its distribution this consumerist logic if you like this you might also like has reorganized the fiction
universe so that literary prize winners sit alongside fantasy romance fan fiction and the infinite list of
hybrid genres and self published works this is an innovation to be cautiously celebrated amazon s
platform is not just a retail juggernaut but an aesthetic experiment driven by an unseen algorithm
rivaling in the depths of its effects any major cultural shift in history here all fiction is genre fiction
and the niches range from the categories of crime and science fiction to the more refined interests of
adult baby diaper lover erotica everything and less is a hilarious and insightful map of both the
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commanding heights and sordid depths of fiction past and present that opens up an arresting
conversation about why it is we read and write fiction in the first place new york times bestselling
author jasinda wilder presents the conclusion to madame x s thrilling saga of discovery my name is
madame x my heart is torn in two and now i have to choose caleb is everything to her lover
caretaker the man who gave her life meaning when she had none but as she seeks the truth about
herself and her past she discovers that unravelling caleb s web of lies might very well be impossible
logan is everything she never knew she wanted freedom joy and a passion she couldn t anticipate but
is logan s love enough to save her from herself from caleb and from the tumultuous truth of her past
caught between two equally compelling men x must make the ultimate choice but there s more at
stake than just her heart when you re from a place like clayton pa you either leave as soon as you can
or you never leave we can t even say we re a one stoplight town because we don t have a stoplight
just a traffic circle on a minor local highway here in clayton everyone knows everyone and gossip
and rumors are a way of life so when my high school sweetheart leaves our son and me for a woman
in another state it s the talk of the town for months if not years even my motor mouthed wild child
of a best friend cora can t rustle up enough trouble to keep my name off their lips for more than a
week or two so when i meet a handsome single man not from clayton i assume he s just passing
through it was just supposed to be a night of fun with my bff before school starts one last hurrah
before lesson plans and homework and packing lunches and school pickup lines take over everything
it wasn t supposed to lead to an intense sizzling connection an attraction which despite my most
vehement denials goes far beyond the physical the real question now is will it end in another
heartbreak for me and my son or could it become a happily ever after i m no stranger to beautiful
places and beautiful women the life i ve led has left me jaded to both or so i thought then a working
holiday photographing the wild lonely places of america leads me to a goddess she s all long black hair
and dangerous curves fiercely independent with art in her soul she sets me on fire she turns me
inside out and in so doing she shows me the man i ve kept hidden within the inner sanctum of my
lonely heart she is poppy goode and i cannot live without her hitchhiking from manhattan new york
to ketchikan alaska seems like a pretty interesting way to discover one s self and one s purpose in this
universe i meet all kinds of people along the way so it s not entirely surprising when i catch a ride
with a gorgeous traveler from new zealand he s golden tall and lean and his accent is to die for a new
zealand twang and roll that lilts and makes me laugh he s got a million stories each more unbelievable
than the last he s an adventurer and a photographer for nat geo but none of his crazy fascinating
stories can hide the sadness in his eyes we are both brave about everything except ourselves and we
embark on a path that takes us over the craggy mountains surrounding my heart and his we share
scorching undeniable physical chemistry but letting ourselves be really free requires immense
courage unflinching honesty and vulnerability which neither of us are certain we possess there s a
map for highways but if there s a map for love i never got it don t date your students single fathers it
s an obvious rule it leads to complications and it s a rule i ve never broken nor even been tempted to
break i mean for one thing i don t date not for lack of trying but i m just too damaged my heart is too
broken riley kerr however isn t my student she s in second grade and she s the sweetest most
darling young girl i ve ever met so when my path begins crossing her father s it s complicated rory
kerr is handsome rough hewn solitary but such a kind and loving father and not the father of one of
my students he s not really off limits except that of my broken heart which he seems to just
effortlessly mend piece by piece without even realizing it the holidays are approaching and i usually
spend them with my dysfunctional family back in colorado it s not something i look forward to but
they re all i have so my christmases are always spent there with them this year the blooming
something between rory and me has me wondering maybe this year i ll be spending christmas in
connecticut we are the cast offs the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our
violent pasts the guardian collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a
few simple rules once you re in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood
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above all then i meet her she s everything i m not and she s determined to save me from my own
past even as i save her from her present he was my worst enemy he spent every waking moment
devising fresh new ways of torturing me no one has ever been able to make me cry like matthais
bristow my twin brother s best friend and the person on this planet i hate most then he left for
college and i was free of him for ten blessed years i was free of his torture now he s back and he
owns half of the family business i spent my entire life preparing to take over is this going to be a
new round of his old favorite game make delia mckenna cry or am i to believe he s actually come
back with good intentions imogen jesse says you better know what you re doing with franco me
dude i m scared imogen what tell me me he makes me feel things it s icky and i don t like it imogen
you ve known him what a few hours me i m telling you he scares the sh t out of me but he s so good
i can t stop myself imogen audra seriously chill it s been a couple hours it s just insta lust i send
imogen another selfie this one of my face i m biting my lower lip eyes wide glancing to the side at
franco laying next to me his mouthwatering and lust inducing body is on full display from the waist
up i send a caption a second later me you dont understand he s got a magical d ck and i m feeling
things me uh oh he s waking up time for round 3 4 i ve lost count tell me i m a cold hearted man
eating b tch with no soul tell me imogen you re a cold hearted man eating bi ch with no soul only
you re not so you re on own with this one except if you need me of course i ve got all thai d up on
speed dial three bottles of josh in the rack me if this goes south or anywhere except nowhere you d
better make it four or six because we re either going to be incredible together or we ll destroy each
other there will be no in between i set the phone aside as franco s stunning blue eyes open and fix
hungrily on me he reaches for me and all thoughts are banished except one god i hope i know what i
m doing i laugh internally at that because does anyone know what they re doing i know i sure as
hell don t i was a sixty eight whiskey a combat medic so when i hear someone shout medic training
just kicks in it s automatic immediate i don t think i even saw the guy whose leg i tended to not
really all i saw was him zane badd his tuxedo fit him like he d been sewn into it and his eyes
reflected the fury and the hardness of a combat veteran but when he looked at me he just softened by
the time i had his brother patched zane and i were both covered in blood and i knew i had to have
him the trouble with zane isn t getting him it s keeping him and the trouble with me is even if i
could hold onto a man like zane i wouldn t know what to do with him it s not in my nature and if
life has taught me anything it s to not trust anyone least of all men like zane he s a warrior through
and through hard muscular gorgeous tenacious and yet oddly tender toward me experience and
instincts are telling me to run from zane badd as fast as possible but my heart and my body are telling
me to stay to hold on and not let go yeah it s a conflict as old as humanity itself but it s brand new for
me life as navy seal doesn t exactly prepare you for normality yeah i can tend bar and goof off with
my seven crazy brothers but what do i do when the woman of my dreams dreams i didn t know i d
had until i saw her explodes into my life like a frag grenade i m trained to attack to win to survive at
any costs and figuring out what to do about a woman like amarantha quinn will take every scrap of
tenacity and courage i possess combat is easy it turns out in comparison to facing your own fears and
scars and then sometimes just when you think you ve got it finally figured out fate throws you a
screwball and sends everything fubar myles north he s the epitome of rock star hotness with a killer
body a wicked smile and a talent for driving me insane in all the most delicious ways he s good a
good man a good friend a talented performer and an incredible lover he s literally everything a
woman could ever ask for in a man which is the greatest problem of them all and i ve got a lot of
problems my past is dark and secret and filled with unimaginable pain i ve built a brash badass loud
mouthed exhibitionist opinionated persona to be my armor against the world and myles north sees
right through it to the truth of me lexie goode is sexy as sin talented as hell and has a razor sharp
tongue and a past steeped in secrets and pain which she hides from the world behind her tough ballsy
figure flaunting exterior i ve fallen for the girl and hard i want all of her sharp corners and dark
secrets and all i ll stop at nothing to earn her trust and the truth of her past but will i be able to hang
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on for the wild ass ride that is lexie goode i m harlow grace the newest hottest face of hollywood sex
appeal the woman every man wants and every woman wants to be and i m running away i need an
escape i need to get away from the pressure find somewhere i won t be hounded at every step an
impossible thing to ask when i m on billboards everywhere from la to laos japan to jakarta sydney to
siberia so i buy a yacht and hide out in the most obscure remote and unexpected place i can think of
ketchikan alaska instead of a peaceful vacation however what i find in ketchikan is trouble the kind
of trouble that s six plus feet of nerdy hotness i can t resist i mean who could he s a genius with no
idea how attractive he is an enigma of contradictions awkward yet confident fascinating and
flirtatious yet aloof and evasive of physical touch he s utterly and deliciously sexy in every way and
oh so innocent i can recite all of the iliad and the odyssey in the original greek i can do advanced
mathematics in my head and memorize entire books with ease by the time i graduated high school i
had been scouted by several international soccer teams and recruited by think tanks the nsa and the
cia all of which is totally useless when a woman like harlow grace is standing in front of me trying to
talk to me flirting with me touching me she s helen of troy a woman with a face that could launch a
thousand ships a woman wars are fought over it turns out she s not just beautiful she s famous a
hollywood sex symbol a superstar known all over the world and yet somehow she s interested in me
this isn t a fairy tale not everyone will get a happily ever after sometimes we can t just walk away
from the past love doesn t always save the day the beast won t always get his beauty but maybe just
maybe we can get our happy ending one year ago i buried my husband one year ago i held his hand
and said goodbye now i spend most of my days lost somewhere between trying to remember every
smallest detail of our lives and trying to forget it all i fill my hours with work until i m too exhausted
to remember him to feel anything at all one year 365 days and then one knock at my door changes
everything a letter from him a last request a secret will my dearest nadia trust me my love one last
time trust me sometimes the epilogue to one story is the beginning of another grandma always said
dying is the the easy part it s the living that s hard i ve been fighting to live since i was seven years
old and now the doctors say i m gonna lose that battle soon i ve crossed off just about everything on
my bucket list i ve seen the eiffel tower and the coliseum and i ve been swimming in the caribbean i
ve lived like i m dying because i am there s just one thing left on my list i want to be a bride i want
to wear white and have my dad walk me down the aisle i want a first dance and cake and a night to
feel like a princess and i want it with westley britton the perfect guy musician actor and every girl s
dream man my dream man only he doesn t even know i exist it s the start of a strange improbable
fairy tale when you re talking about terminal leukemia happily ever after seems impossible but
when your celebrity crush and the man of your dreams shows up out of the blue and proposes to you
it makes you feel like anything is possible even that hardest thing living autumn scott is the second
woman at six chicks real estate to fall victim to the ad beautiful successful single woman in search of a
wealthy handsome man to help her get pregnant the old fashioned way financial validation a must
serious inquiries only dm for more info problem number one it works a little too well one could
argue problem number two autumn has a dark tragic past keeping her from trusting men at all let
alone wanting a baby with one problem number three seven st john doesn t take no for an answer in
the sexiest possible way amos bell is a musical prodigy possessing a once in a generation talent for
piano with little to no formal training he can play anything from rachmaninoff to ravel purely by ear
and play it flawlessly with an emotive expression that defies belief this talent takes him from his
home in chicago s south side to eastman school of music in rochester ny and introduces him to lyric
walker who immediately takes up residence in his heart and challenges his worldview lyric walker
is a songwriter it s her one true passion too bad her restrictive but well meaning parents don t see
songwriting as a legitimate career choice for a young woman of lyric s elite pedigree to appease them
and still pursue music she attends eastman school of music for opera for which she has extreme talent
but little passion amos and lyric find their way into adulthood and together they face the ultimate
challenge when an unexpected loss forces amos to rethink all he holds true fraught with emotion and
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underscored by the transformative power of music music lyric explores loss the importance of music
the necessity and beauty of artistic expression and how love can transcend and overcome all obstacles
he has to be ready for it jess i say my voice low and quiet jesse nods i know it s just that i m a fixer
and his broken ass heart is the one thing i can t fix no one can i say i can t fix his broken heart he has
to be willing to be with me with a whole heart there d be pieces missing and seams and cracks but
offered as a whole i m worth more than just taking the screwed up mess of him just to have part i
want more than that i deserve more if he can get there i ll be here waiting i ve got nothing but time
jess i m not going anywhere and i told him that i m willing to wait because i think he s worth
waiting for i smile at jesse if he can get his head out of his ass and work on rebuilding his broken ass
heart he ll be worth having waited for except i ve already waited so long for him for anyone but
especially for him endured so much spent so long alone and lonely and now james is right there but
still out of reach my heart wants him my body wants him but my fears say he ll only hurt me and
he himself says he s not sure he ll ever be able to get over the past losing his wife i don t blame him
but how long can i wait and if he does come around will it be worth it we are the cast offs the
forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent pasts the guardian collects
us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few simple rules once you re in
there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above all sin is all i know it s my
whole world and then i see her and everything changes we share secret scars and sordid sins we are
both shackled to our pasts with no hope for a future unless we can work together to slay our demons
and discover the possibilities love and vulnerability can create rhys frost he s literally too good to be
true tall dark and so handsome with big strong grease stained and work roughed hands a brilliant
smile and a heart of gold he s patient he s funny and he wants me he wants to do things to me that i
ve never even dared fantasize about the problem is i m a virgin and i haven t told him i found torie
goode on the side of the road in a torrential downpour looking like a sad wet rat then i got a better
look at her and i realized i had a woman of truly breathtaking beauty in the passenger seat of my old
cj 7 somehow i managed to let myself get lured into a road trip with a gorgeous tantalizing woman
who was for some reason reticent to let things go anywhere between us physically she s hiding
something and we re alone in a car for hours on end days on end connecticut to alaska to be exact i
want her she wants me i just need to figure out what her hold up is and how to get past it and what
to do if and when i do nicholas harris is a professional badass ex army ranger former personal security
for the one and only valentine roth mercenary assassin pilot and my lover after roth and kyrie holed
up in their island fortress estate in the caribbean nick started a private security contracting company
alpha one security he hired the best of the best the scariest nastiest toughest and sexiest security
experts in the business and now he has the mission of a lifetime the three year old daughter of two a
list celebrities has been kidnapped and is being held for ransom the twist the mercenary and russian
mafioso who snatched the sweet innocent little girl is a vicious evil sadistic thug with a grudge
against nick and the fallout from this mission will be jet fuel on the flames of that grudge pulling
everyone around nick into the vortex of violence and vengeance good thing we have the seven
deadliest and most badass men on the planet on our team and oh yeah there s little ol me layla
campari mercenary in training cleaning up after playboy paxton debraun is a full time job his family
is worth billions they are the elite they influence politicians they re the power behind the power
paxton is their golden child wealthy in his own right a rising star in washington dc s political scene a
21st century jay gatsby prone to throwing lavish expensive wild and destructive parties i m a
housekeeper at a hotel owned by his mother camilla debraun and i m sent in to clean up after such a
party what i wasn t expecting was to find paxton naked in his bed passed out and breathtaking even
hungover even more unexpected is the proposal bombshell he drops on me marry him a man i met
once a golden god richer than belief gorgeous beyond comprehension and arrogant beyond fathom me
a hotel maid working three jobs to make ends meet marry him it s supposed to be fake more of a
business agreement than marriage proposal only it turns out there s more to this sexy billionaire than
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meets the eye two sets of gorgeous twins a weekend alone together in a remote picturesque rural
cabin with plenty of alcohol what could possibly go wrong figuring out the blurred lines and tangled
mess of relationships grown out of a deep lifelong friendship that is now somehow exploding with
sexual chemistry along with a very real subtext of something more a four way multi directional
attraction between you and your twin and the other two twins who ve been your best friends your
whole life and are now suddenly sexy as hell and very into you and your twin can it be double the
pleasure and double the fun or is it just double the pain and double the heartache we are the cast offs
the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent pasts the guardian
collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few simple rules once you re
in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above all my brothers the other
broken arrows club sin that s my life and then i meet her on the side of the road barefoot battered and
afraid of her own shadow immediately i have one thought protect her that s all i care about it s a tall
order because she s from a world almost as violent as my own but somewhere along the way i realize
she s healing me as much as i am her if we can survive her enemies and mine life together could be
pretty beautiful that s a big if though lucas badd the baddest of them all he s patriarch of the clan a
man with the size and temperament of a grizzly bear whose past holds the keys to not only his own
future but also the way everyone connected to him will move forward as a family who can tame a
man this wild olivia goode a widow a mother and a woman who is lucas s opposite in every way
imaginable if anyone can it would be her but the real question is whether she can move past her
own tragedy to see the man beneath the grizzly bear exterior and whether lucas has the courage to
face his demons and become the man he s spent the last forty years pretending not to be the size of a
kodiak bear and covered in tattoos a heart of gold a rough and tumble past confident powerful gentle
wise artistic deep wild brown eyes that see far deeper into me than they should nothing in my life
could ever have prepared me for the reality that is ink isaac he s just so much more than anyone i ve
ever met and my instant inexplicable and undeniable attraction to him leaves me reeling but with
my life recently turned upside down the more time i spend around him the more i realize i m not
even sure what my future looks like anymore ali know for sure is my heart and my body want him
in it even if my mind is saying something else she s a tiny little thing all hard edges and sharp wit all
woman with slender curves and hypnotic eyes she s all fire and bravado and she s melting my big
bear sized heart little by little i m utterly hooked willing to risk it all for her everything she is seems
to demand that i give her everything i am i m just not sure if i know how to do that if she really
knows what she s asking for when she looks up at me with those beautiful blazing hazel eyes she sets
me on fire but are either of us ready for what that fire will do to both of us roth and i are on an open
ended tour of the world roth being roth this means missionary in morocco reverse cowgirl in calcutta
bent over the bow of a houseboat in hanoi slow and sleepy on st john anywhere and everywhere in
every conceivable position and some i didn t know were possible life was pretty incredible until i
woke up in his chateau in france alone on the bed next to me was a note there were only four words
he belongs to me ramsey badd last of the triplets the wild man an explorer hunter outdoorsman and
avowed die hard bachelor ramsey has watched his brothers fall one by one for alaskan beauties he s
determined to resist isadora styles izzy to those know her well she s gorgeous sassy and impossible
she s wild and untamable she s smart successful and evasive she s got a libido no man has ever been
able to satisfy until she meets ramsey badd he s captured her body s interest but the real question is
can he penetrate the walls around her heart it should have been simple and straightforward business
and nothing but business a quick trip to colorado to scout out a location for my newest real estate
development acquisition fly in drive to the location talk the owners into selling sign some papers and
go home a business trip like any other something i ve done hundreds of times without issue this time
however i was waylaid first by a runaway horse and then by an angry stormy pair of vivid blue
eyes a massive mountainous set of brawny shoulders a strong powerful pair of hands and a voice like
thunder over the horizon will is a man out of another era a man of stillness and action in equal
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measure a man in complete possession of himself and his world in a way i ve never experienced and
suddenly somehow he comes to possess me my mind my heart and and my body in a way neither of
us are ready for and neither of us know how to resist what should have been a simple business deal
quickly spirals out of control becoming a struggle of life and death a battle of hearts and passion we
are the cast offs the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent pasts
the guardian collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few simple
rules once you re in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above all seems
simple right it is until she stumbles into sin putting out fires is more than just a job it s my passion in
life there s no time for anything else but the job until i meet her and now i m on fire for her only
there s no hose big enough to extinguish these flames she s too hot to handle and i m about to get
burned saving lives is what i do as a career paramedic married to the job i ve never thought much
about my love life or my lack of one if i m being honest until it s his life i m worried about saving
now i ve got a scorching hot firefighter burning up my life and setting my body on fire no matter
how hot he is or how hot things are between us however there s one rule in my life which i refuse
to break never date a fireman will we find each other in the flames of this romance or will we
simply add another scar to the collection dive into the series that started it all jasinda wilder burst onto
the romance scene with big girls do it better the groundbreaking bestselling series continues big girls
do it on christmas is a very merry little short story to be read after big girls do it married big girls do
it series reading order big girls do it big girls do it married big girls do it on christmas rock stars do it
big girls do it pregnant big love abroad it was supposed to be a one night stand with a tall wiry
handsome slightly nerdy guy with oddly captivating green eyes those eyes were the only clue that
there was a lot more to this guy than i d first assumed they were hard wickedly intelligent cunning
eyes they hid more than they revealed and the name he gave lear seemed made up but he was sexy
and he talked a good game and i was in the mood for some fun turns out though that the green eyed
nerd i d so enjoyed sleeping with was no one to screw around with either and he doesn t like being
forced to violence which he was in rescuing me not that i needed rescuing mind you i mean there
were a lot of them and they were tough and well trained i could kick ass and takes names with the
best black ops commandos in the world and this mysterious lear seemed to be no slouch either it
would take all of our combined skills to stay alive but that s not the part i was worried about no what
worried me wasn t staying alive it was staying out of love i d agreed to let lear into my pants one
night only thanks and goodbye it seemed fate had other ideas
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it was supposed to be happily ever after but apollo s past has returned to haunt us to save the man i
love from his violent history i have to descend into the underworld and snatch him from the jaws of
death if i want happily ever after i m going to have to fight for it

Where The Heart Is

2017-09-14

from new york times bestselling author jasinda wilder comes you can do it a straightforward guide to
lifelong health and wellness no gimmicks no counting no measuring just practical advice on how to
eat better get moving and live well delivered with refreshing honesty and humor do you want to
start a journey to health and strength but are afraid of failing yet another diet or exercise program
have you ever struggled with your weight do you have problems losing weight and keeping it off
do you have allergies adhd pcos diabetes constipation skin problems or insomnia are you worried
about your kids developing unhealthy eating habits and making poor lifestyle choices but don t know
how to help them make changes do you want to eat healthier and be stronger but just don t know
where to start using her own unique life experiences jasinda has developed an 8 week jump start
plan the wilder way that will get you eating moving living well and feeling great you can do it
contains everything you need to succeed in achieving your goals and become a fit and fabulous health
warrior tear out shopping lists easy menu plans delicious recipes and simple effective workouts if you
find yourself struggling and failing to manage your weight then read this book it will change your
life get up get moving and let s kick some ass

You Can Do It

2016-05-10

i need you ava i am desperate for you for touch for a kiss for the scrape of your hand down my
stomach for the slide of your lips across my hipbone the sweep of your thigh against mine in the
dulcet drowning darkness for the warm huff of your breath on my skin and the wet suck of your
mouth around me and the building pressure of need reaching release i am mad with need wild with
it i cannot have you i have lost you as i have lost myself and so i go in search of myself and thus the
man who might return to you and take you in his arms i loathe each of the thousands of miles
between us but i cannot wish them away for i hope at the end of my journey i shall find you or
rather find myself and thus you myself and thus us i am taking the long way home ava christian i m
losing my mind and i don t know how to stop it i shouldn t be writing to you but i am i m friendless
loveless and lifeless you re out there somewhere and still you re all i really have i hate my reliance
and dependence on you emotionally and otherwise and that reliance is something i m coming to
recognize i hate that i can t hate you as much as i want to i hate that i still love you so much i hate
that there s no clear solution to our conundrum even if we could forgive each other what then i hate
you christian i really do but most of all i don t it s complicated complicatedly still yours ava

The Long Way Home

2017-06-30
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national book critics circle award finalist best book of fall esquire and a most anticipated book of 2021
lit hub what has happened to fiction in the age of platform capitalism since it was first launched in
1994 amazon has changed the world of literature the everything store has not just transformed how
we buy books it has affected what we buy and even what we read in everything and less acclaimed
critic mark mcgurl explores this new world where writing is no longer categorized as high or
lowbrow literature or popular fiction charting a course spanning from henry james to e l james
mcgurl shows that contemporary writing has less to do with writing per se than with the manner of
its distribution this consumerist logic if you like this you might also like has reorganized the fiction
universe so that literary prize winners sit alongside fantasy romance fan fiction and the infinite list of
hybrid genres and self published works this is an innovation to be cautiously celebrated amazon s
platform is not just a retail juggernaut but an aesthetic experiment driven by an unseen algorithm
rivaling in the depths of its effects any major cultural shift in history here all fiction is genre fiction
and the niches range from the categories of crime and science fiction to the more refined interests of
adult baby diaper lover erotica everything and less is a hilarious and insightful map of both the
commanding heights and sordid depths of fiction past and present that opens up an arresting
conversation about why it is we read and write fiction in the first place

Everything and Less

2021-10-19

new york times bestselling author jasinda wilder presents the conclusion to madame x s thrilling saga
of discovery my name is madame x my heart is torn in two and now i have to choose caleb is
everything to her lover caretaker the man who gave her life meaning when she had none but as she
seeks the truth about herself and her past she discovers that unravelling caleb s web of lies might
very well be impossible logan is everything she never knew she wanted freedom joy and a passion
she couldn t anticipate but is logan s love enough to save her from herself from caleb and from the
tumultuous truth of her past caught between two equally compelling men x must make the ultimate
choice but there s more at stake than just her heart

You Can Do It: Strength

2017-03-14

when you re from a place like clayton pa you either leave as soon as you can or you never leave we
can t even say we re a one stoplight town because we don t have a stoplight just a traffic circle on a
minor local highway here in clayton everyone knows everyone and gossip and rumors are a way of
life so when my high school sweetheart leaves our son and me for a woman in another state it s the
talk of the town for months if not years even my motor mouthed wild child of a best friend cora can t
rustle up enough trouble to keep my name off their lips for more than a week or two so when i meet
a handsome single man not from clayton i assume he s just passing through it was just supposed to be
a night of fun with my bff before school starts one last hurrah before lesson plans and homework and
packing lunches and school pickup lines take over everything it wasn t supposed to lead to an intense
sizzling connection an attraction which despite my most vehement denials goes far beyond the
physical the real question now is will it end in another heartbreak for me and my son or could it
become a happily ever after
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Exiled

2016-08-02

i m no stranger to beautiful places and beautiful women the life i ve led has left me jaded to both or so
i thought then a working holiday photographing the wild lonely places of america leads me to a
goddess she s all long black hair and dangerous curves fiercely independent with art in her soul she
sets me on fire she turns me inside out and in so doing she shows me the man i ve kept hidden
within the inner sanctum of my lonely heart she is poppy goode and i cannot live without her
hitchhiking from manhattan new york to ketchikan alaska seems like a pretty interesting way to
discover one s self and one s purpose in this universe i meet all kinds of people along the way so it s
not entirely surprising when i catch a ride with a gorgeous traveler from new zealand he s golden
tall and lean and his accent is to die for a new zealand twang and roll that lilts and makes me laugh he
s got a million stories each more unbelievable than the last he s an adventurer and a photographer for
nat geo but none of his crazy fascinating stories can hide the sadness in his eyes we are both brave
about everything except ourselves and we embark on a path that takes us over the craggy mountains
surrounding my heart and his we share scorching undeniable physical chemistry but letting
ourselves be really free requires immense courage unflinching honesty and vulnerability which
neither of us are certain we possess there s a map for highways but if there s a map for love i never
got it

Pregnant in Pennsylvania

2019-04-11

don t date your students single fathers it s an obvious rule it leads to complications and it s a rule i ve
never broken nor even been tempted to break i mean for one thing i don t date not for lack of trying
but i m just too damaged my heart is too broken riley kerr however isn t my student she s in second
grade and she s the sweetest most darling young girl i ve ever met so when my path begins crossing
her father s it s complicated rory kerr is handsome rough hewn solitary but such a kind and loving
father and not the father of one of my students he s not really off limits except that of my broken
heart which he seems to just effortlessly mend piece by piece without even realizing it the holidays
are approaching and i usually spend them with my dysfunctional family back in colorado it s not
something i look forward to but they re all i have so my christmases are always spent there with
them this year the blooming something between rory and me has me wondering maybe this year i ll
be spending christmas in connecticut

Goode Vibrations

2020-08-27

we are the cast offs the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent
pasts the guardian collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few
simple rules once you re in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above
all then i meet her she s everything i m not and she s determined to save me from my own past
even as i save her from her present
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Christmas in Connecticut

2021-12-01

he was my worst enemy he spent every waking moment devising fresh new ways of torturing me
no one has ever been able to make me cry like matthais bristow my twin brother s best friend and
the person on this planet i hate most then he left for college and i was free of him for ten blessed
years i was free of his torture now he s back and he owns half of the family business i spent my
entire life preparing to take over is this going to be a new round of his old favorite game make delia
mckenna cry or am i to believe he s actually come back with good intentions

Kane

2022-08-25

imogen jesse says you better know what you re doing with franco me dude i m scared imogen what
tell me me he makes me feel things it s icky and i don t like it imogen you ve known him what a
few hours me i m telling you he scares the sh t out of me but he s so good i can t stop myself imogen
audra seriously chill it s been a couple hours it s just insta lust i send imogen another selfie this one of
my face i m biting my lower lip eyes wide glancing to the side at franco laying next to me his
mouthwatering and lust inducing body is on full display from the waist up i send a caption a second
later me you dont understand he s got a magical d ck and i m feeling things me uh oh he s waking
up time for round 3 4 i ve lost count tell me i m a cold hearted man eating b tch with no soul tell me
imogen you re a cold hearted man eating bi ch with no soul only you re not so you re on own with
this one except if you need me of course i ve got all thai d up on speed dial three bottles of josh in the
rack me if this goes south or anywhere except nowhere you d better make it four or six because we
re either going to be incredible together or we ll destroy each other there will be no in between i set
the phone aside as franco s stunning blue eyes open and fix hungrily on me he reaches for me and all
thoughts are banished except one god i hope i know what i m doing i laugh internally at that because
does anyone know what they re doing i know i sure as hell don t

The Parent Trap

2021-08-13

i was a sixty eight whiskey a combat medic so when i hear someone shout medic training just kicks
in it s automatic immediate i don t think i even saw the guy whose leg i tended to not really all i saw
was him zane badd his tuxedo fit him like he d been sewn into it and his eyes reflected the fury and
the hardness of a combat veteran but when he looked at me he just softened by the time i had his
brother patched zane and i were both covered in blood and i knew i had to have him the trouble
with zane isn t getting him it s keeping him and the trouble with me is even if i could hold onto a
man like zane i wouldn t know what to do with him it s not in my nature and if life has taught me
anything it s to not trust anyone least of all men like zane he s a warrior through and through hard
muscular gorgeous tenacious and yet oddly tender toward me experience and instincts are telling me
to run from zane badd as fast as possible but my heart and my body are telling me to stay to hold on
and not let go yeah it s a conflict as old as humanity itself but it s brand new for me life as navy seal
doesn t exactly prepare you for normality yeah i can tend bar and goof off with my seven crazy
brothers but what do i do when the woman of my dreams dreams i didn t know i d had until i saw
her explodes into my life like a frag grenade i m trained to attack to win to survive at any costs and
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figuring out what to do about a woman like amarantha quinn will take every scrap of tenacity and
courage i possess combat is easy it turns out in comparison to facing your own fears and scars and then
sometimes just when you think you ve got it finally figured out fate throws you a screwball and
sends everything fubar

Drilled

2018-09-13

myles north he s the epitome of rock star hotness with a killer body a wicked smile and a talent for
driving me insane in all the most delicious ways he s good a good man a good friend a talented
performer and an incredible lover he s literally everything a woman could ever ask for in a man
which is the greatest problem of them all and i ve got a lot of problems my past is dark and secret and
filled with unimaginable pain i ve built a brash badass loud mouthed exhibitionist opinionated persona
to be my armor against the world and myles north sees right through it to the truth of me lexie
goode is sexy as sin talented as hell and has a razor sharp tongue and a past steeped in secrets and pain
which she hides from the world behind her tough ballsy figure flaunting exterior i ve fallen for the
girl and hard i want all of her sharp corners and dark secrets and all i ll stop at nothing to earn her
trust and the truth of her past but will i be able to hang on for the wild ass ride that is lexie goode

Badd Ass

2017-01-19

i m harlow grace the newest hottest face of hollywood sex appeal the woman every man wants and
every woman wants to be and i m running away i need an escape i need to get away from the
pressure find somewhere i won t be hounded at every step an impossible thing to ask when i m on
billboards everywhere from la to laos japan to jakarta sydney to siberia so i buy a yacht and hide out
in the most obscure remote and unexpected place i can think of ketchikan alaska instead of a peaceful
vacation however what i find in ketchikan is trouble the kind of trouble that s six plus feet of nerdy
hotness i can t resist i mean who could he s a genius with no idea how attractive he is an enigma of
contradictions awkward yet confident fascinating and flirtatious yet aloof and evasive of physical
touch he s utterly and deliciously sexy in every way and oh so innocent i can recite all of the iliad
and the odyssey in the original greek i can do advanced mathematics in my head and memorize
entire books with ease by the time i graduated high school i had been scouted by several international
soccer teams and recruited by think tanks the nsa and the cia all of which is totally useless when a
woman like harlow grace is standing in front of me trying to talk to me flirting with me touching
me she s helen of troy a woman with a face that could launch a thousand ships a woman wars are
fought over it turns out she s not just beautiful she s famous a hollywood sex symbol a superstar
known all over the world and yet somehow she s interested in me

Goode To Be Bad

2020-05-08

this isn t a fairy tale not everyone will get a happily ever after sometimes we can t just walk away
from the past love doesn t always save the day the beast won t always get his beauty but maybe just
maybe we can get our happy ending
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Badd Boy

2018-04-13

one year ago i buried my husband one year ago i held his hand and said goodbye now i spend most of
my days lost somewhere between trying to remember every smallest detail of our lives and trying
to forget it all i fill my hours with work until i m too exhausted to remember him to feel anything at
all one year 365 days and then one knock at my door changes everything a letter from him a last
request a secret will my dearest nadia trust me my love one last time trust me sometimes the
epilogue to one story is the beginning of another

Omega

2015-08-04

grandma always said dying is the the easy part it s the living that s hard i ve been fighting to live
since i was seven years old and now the doctors say i m gonna lose that battle soon i ve crossed off just
about everything on my bucket list i ve seen the eiffel tower and the coliseum and i ve been
swimming in the caribbean i ve lived like i m dying because i am there s just one thing left on my
list i want to be a bride i want to wear white and have my dad walk me down the aisle i want a first
dance and cake and a night to feel like a princess and i want it with westley britton the perfect guy
musician actor and every girl s dream man my dream man only he doesn t even know i exist it s the
start of a strange improbable fairy tale when you re talking about terminal leukemia happily ever
after seems impossible but when your celebrity crush and the man of your dreams shows up out of
the blue and proposes to you it makes you feel like anything is possible even that hardest thing living

The Cabin

2021-01-21

autumn scott is the second woman at six chicks real estate to fall victim to the ad beautiful successful
single woman in search of a wealthy handsome man to help her get pregnant the old fashioned way
financial validation a must serious inquiries only dm for more info problem number one it works a
little too well one could argue problem number two autumn has a dark tragic past keeping her from
trusting men at all let alone wanting a baby with one problem number three seven st john doesn t
take no for an answer in the sexiest possible way

Wish Upon A Star

2021-10-15

amos bell is a musical prodigy possessing a once in a generation talent for piano with little to no formal
training he can play anything from rachmaninoff to ravel purely by ear and play it flawlessly with
an emotive expression that defies belief this talent takes him from his home in chicago s south side to
eastman school of music in rochester ny and introduces him to lyric walker who immediately takes
up residence in his heart and challenges his worldview lyric walker is a songwriter it s her one true
passion too bad her restrictive but well meaning parents don t see songwriting as a legitimate career
choice for a young woman of lyric s elite pedigree to appease them and still pursue music she attends
eastman school of music for opera for which she has extreme talent but little passion amos and lyric
find their way into adulthood and together they face the ultimate challenge when an unexpected loss
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forces amos to rethink all he holds true fraught with emotion and underscored by the transformative
power of music music lyric explores loss the importance of music the necessity and beauty of artistic
expression and how love can transcend and overcome all obstacles

Autumn Rolls A Seven

2021-03-25

he has to be ready for it jess i say my voice low and quiet jesse nods i know it s just that i m a fixer
and his broken ass heart is the one thing i can t fix no one can i say i can t fix his broken heart he has
to be willing to be with me with a whole heart there d be pieces missing and seams and cracks but
offered as a whole i m worth more than just taking the screwed up mess of him just to have part i
want more than that i deserve more if he can get there i ll be here waiting i ve got nothing but time
jess i m not going anywhere and i told him that i m willing to wait because i think he s worth
waiting for i smile at jesse if he can get his head out of his ass and work on rebuilding his broken ass
heart he ll be worth having waited for except i ve already waited so long for him for anyone but
especially for him endured so much spent so long alone and lonely and now james is right there but
still out of reach my heart wants him my body wants him but my fears say he ll only hurt me and
he himself says he s not sure he ll ever be able to get over the past losing his wife i don t blame him
but how long can i wait and if he does come around will it be worth it

Music & Lyric

2022-12-22

we are the cast offs the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent
pasts the guardian collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few
simple rules once you re in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above
all sin is all i know it s my whole world and then i see her and everything changes we share secret
scars and sordid sins we are both shackled to our pasts with no hope for a future unless we can work
together to slay our demons and discover the possibilities love and vulnerability can create

Screwed

2019-03-07

rhys frost he s literally too good to be true tall dark and so handsome with big strong grease stained
and work roughed hands a brilliant smile and a heart of gold he s patient he s funny and he wants me
he wants to do things to me that i ve never even dared fantasize about the problem is i m a virgin
and i haven t told him i found torie goode on the side of the road in a torrential downpour looking
like a sad wet rat then i got a better look at her and i realized i had a woman of truly breathtaking
beauty in the passenger seat of my old cj 7 somehow i managed to let myself get lured into a road trip
with a gorgeous tantalizing woman who was for some reason reticent to let things go anywhere
between us physically she s hiding something and we re alone in a car for hours on end days on end
connecticut to alaska to be exact i want her she wants me i just need to figure out what her hold up is
and how to get past it and what to do if and when i do
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Chance

2023-01-13

nicholas harris is a professional badass ex army ranger former personal security for the one and only
valentine roth mercenary assassin pilot and my lover after roth and kyrie holed up in their island
fortress estate in the caribbean nick started a private security contracting company alpha one security
he hired the best of the best the scariest nastiest toughest and sexiest security experts in the business
and now he has the mission of a lifetime the three year old daughter of two a list celebrities has been
kidnapped and is being held for ransom the twist the mercenary and russian mafioso who snatched
the sweet innocent little girl is a vicious evil sadistic thug with a grudge against nick and the fallout
from this mission will be jet fuel on the flames of that grudge pulling everyone around nick into the
vortex of violence and vengeance good thing we have the seven deadliest and most badass men on
the planet on our team and oh yeah there s little ol me layla campari mercenary in training

There's No Place Like Home

2018-01-18

cleaning up after playboy paxton debraun is a full time job his family is worth billions they are the
elite they influence politicians they re the power behind the power paxton is their golden child
wealthy in his own right a rising star in washington dc s political scene a 21st century jay gatsby
prone to throwing lavish expensive wild and destructive parties i m a housekeeper at a hotel owned
by his mother camilla debraun and i m sent in to clean up after such a party what i wasn t expecting
was to find paxton naked in his bed passed out and breathtaking even hungover even more
unexpected is the proposal bombshell he drops on me marry him a man i met once a golden god
richer than belief gorgeous beyond comprehension and arrogant beyond fathom me a hotel maid
working three jobs to make ends meet marry him it s supposed to be fake more of a business
agreement than marriage proposal only it turns out there s more to this sexy billionaire than meets
the eye

A Real Goode Time

2020-06-25

two sets of gorgeous twins a weekend alone together in a remote picturesque rural cabin with plenty
of alcohol what could possibly go wrong figuring out the blurred lines and tangled mess of
relationships grown out of a deep lifelong friendship that is now somehow exploding with sexual
chemistry along with a very real subtext of something more a four way multi directional attraction
between you and your twin and the other two twins who ve been your best friends your whole life
and are now suddenly sexy as hell and very into you and your twin can it be double the pleasure
and double the fun or is it just double the pain and double the heartache

Harris

2016-02-12

we are the cast offs the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent
pasts the guardian collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few
simple rules once you re in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above
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all my brothers the other broken arrows club sin that s my life and then i meet her on the side of the
road barefoot battered and afraid of her own shadow immediately i have one thought protect her that
s all i care about it s a tall order because she s from a world almost as violent as my own but
somewhere along the way i realize she s healing me as much as i am her if we can survive her
enemies and mine life together could be pretty beautiful that s a big if though

Married in Michigan

2019-10-03

lucas badd the baddest of them all he s patriarch of the clan a man with the size and temperament of a
grizzly bear whose past holds the keys to not only his own future but also the way everyone
connected to him will move forward as a family who can tame a man this wild olivia goode a widow
a mother and a woman who is lucas s opposite in every way imaginable if anyone can it would be
her but the real question is whether she can move past her own tragedy to see the man beneath the
grizzly bear exterior and whether lucas has the courage to face his demons and become the man he s
spent the last forty years pretending not to be

Badd Luck

2017-11

the size of a kodiak bear and covered in tattoos a heart of gold a rough and tumble past confident
powerful gentle wise artistic deep wild brown eyes that see far deeper into me than they should
nothing in my life could ever have prepared me for the reality that is ink isaac he s just so much
more than anyone i ve ever met and my instant inexplicable and undeniable attraction to him leaves
me reeling but with my life recently turned upside down the more time i spend around him the
more i realize i m not even sure what my future looks like anymore ali know for sure is my heart
and my body want him in it even if my mind is saying something else she s a tiny little thing all
hard edges and sharp wit all woman with slender curves and hypnotic eyes she s all fire and bravado
and she s melting my big bear sized heart little by little i m utterly hooked willing to risk it all for
her everything she is seems to demand that i give her everything i am i m just not sure if i know
how to do that if she really knows what she s asking for when she looks up at me with those
beautiful blazing hazel eyes she sets me on fire but are either of us ready for what that fire will do to
both of us

Silas

2024-03-07

roth and i are on an open ended tour of the world roth being roth this means missionary in morocco
reverse cowgirl in calcutta bent over the bow of a houseboat in hanoi slow and sleepy on st john
anywhere and everywhere in every conceivable position and some i didn t know were possible life
was pretty incredible until i woke up in his chateau in france alone on the bed next to me was a note
there were only four words he belongs to me

Badd Mojo

2017-11-16
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ramsey badd last of the triplets the wild man an explorer hunter outdoorsman and avowed die hard
bachelor ramsey has watched his brothers fall one by one for alaskan beauties he s determined to
resist isadora styles izzy to those know her well she s gorgeous sassy and impossible she s wild and
untamable she s smart successful and evasive she s got a libido no man has ever been able to satisfy
until she meets ramsey badd he s captured her body s interest but the real question is can he
penetrate the walls around her heart

Badd Daddy

2019-06-07

it should have been simple and straightforward business and nothing but business a quick trip to
colorado to scout out a location for my newest real estate development acquisition fly in drive to the
location talk the owners into selling sign some papers and go home a business trip like any other
something i ve done hundreds of times without issue this time however i was waylaid first by a
runaway horse and then by an angry stormy pair of vivid blue eyes a massive mountainous set of
brawny shoulders a strong powerful pair of hands and a voice like thunder over the horizon will is a
man out of another era a man of stillness and action in equal measure a man in complete possession of
himself and his world in a way i ve never experienced and suddenly somehow he comes to possess
me my mind my heart and and my body in a way neither of us are ready for and neither of us know
how to resist what should have been a simple business deal quickly spirals out of control becoming a
struggle of life and death a battle of hearts and passion

For a Goode Time Call...

2020-02-28

we are the cast offs the forgotten the broken we are dark dangerous men haunted by our violent
pasts the guardian collects us rehabilitates us and gives us a new lease on life if we follow a few
simple rules once you re in there s no going back never take a life loyalty to the brotherhood above
all seems simple right it is until she stumbles into sin

Beta

2014-10-21

putting out fires is more than just a job it s my passion in life there s no time for anything else but the
job until i meet her and now i m on fire for her only there s no hose big enough to extinguish these
flames she s too hot to handle and i m about to get burned saving lives is what i do as a career
paramedic married to the job i ve never thought much about my love life or my lack of one if i m
being honest until it s his life i m worried about saving now i ve got a scorching hot firefighter
burning up my life and setting my body on fire no matter how hot he is or how hot things are
between us however there s one rule in my life which i refuse to break never date a fireman will
we find each other in the flames of this romance or will we simply add another scar to the collection

Badd Medicine

2019-01-24

dive into the series that started it all jasinda wilder burst onto the romance scene with big girls do it
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better the groundbreaking bestselling series continues big girls do it on christmas is a very merry
little short story to be read after big girls do it married big girls do it series reading order big girls do
it big girls do it married big girls do it on christmas rock stars do it big girls do it pregnant big love
abroad

Cowboy in Colorado

2019-08-01

it was supposed to be a one night stand with a tall wiry handsome slightly nerdy guy with oddly
captivating green eyes those eyes were the only clue that there was a lot more to this guy than i d
first assumed they were hard wickedly intelligent cunning eyes they hid more than they revealed
and the name he gave lear seemed made up but he was sexy and he talked a good game and i was in
the mood for some fun turns out though that the green eyed nerd i d so enjoyed sleeping with was
no one to screw around with either and he doesn t like being forced to violence which he was in
rescuing me not that i needed rescuing mind you i mean there were a lot of them and they were
tough and well trained i could kick ass and takes names with the best black ops commandos in the
world and this mysterious lear seemed to be no slouch either it would take all of our combined skills
to stay alive but that s not the part i was worried about no what worried me wasn t staying alive it
was staying out of love i d agreed to let lear into my pants one night only thanks and goodbye it
seemed fate had other ideas

Rev

2022-07-29

Good Girl Gone Badd

2017-08-03

Big Hose

2022-04-29

Big Girls Do It On Christmas

2012-11-20

Lear

2019-11-07
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